Hold devices with two hands.

Keep your passwords private.

Keep food and drinks away from your device.

Make sure your hands are clean before using devices.

Do not take your device apart or try to fix it yourself. DO NOT remove keys from keyboard!

Carefully plug your device into the charger when not in use. Charged batteries are important!

Do not leave your device in the car.

Quickly let your teacher know when you are having technology problems.

Never let others borrow your device.

Do not put stickers, markers, drawings, or decorations on your device.

Carry your device in bags WITHOUT food or drinks inside.

Keep your device in a safe place (not too cold or hot) when not being used.

VERY CAREFULLY plug and unplug cords and cables.

DO NOT remove or damage the white, black or silver sticker that contains important numbers for your device.

Be a responsible user of classroom technology!